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THINK Inventory Solutions are one of the UK’s leading software houses specialising in
Warehouse Management Systems (WMS). We have been in the software industry for
over fifteen years and have over 100 years of warehouse management experience
including leading one of the worlds biggest automotive tier one suppliers at GM level.
You can trust in us to help you setup, organise and maintain your inventory. Our
Warehouse Mangement system is created from the real world experiences of industry
experts.
THINK Inventory Solutions can help,
Setup, organise and align your processes
Reduce costs
Increase inventory accuracy
Provide real-rime stock control
Reduce paper based transactions
Provide consultancy in all aspects of system & process design
Having a great WMS system does not mean investing in a full ERP solution. Our system
has been designed to integrate with any other software package, whether a full ERP
system or an e-commerce website. Providing you with the most intuitive WMS on the
market, we can have your staff trained and operational within 45-minutes due to its
simplistic features.

Core Modules
ASN – Advanced shipping notices
Do you know what your supplier or customer is sending you? You can create a receipt off the
back of the ASN ready to receipt without any additional input and match against what you're
expecting.
Receipts
Receipts lets you bring items against an ASN or from scratch with full traceability of supplier,
batch number or even a serial number for each individual item. Advanced templates are used
to store defualts for each type of customer to save you time and help reduce errors.
Stock control and visibility
Bulk and loose stock lets you see exactly how much stock you have and where its located. In
addition to this you can view the history of each transaction which has taken place on that
piece of stock from when it was receipted, by who, despatched or even moved.
Demand fulfillment
Providing a flexible picking process allows you to maximise your picking efficiency. Our
picking order is controlled via user defined fields enabling you to manage the picking process
with shelf-life in mind.
Despatches
The despatching modules lets you track every piece of inventory that has left your business,
with functionality that enables you to capture as much information as needed. Whether this
is vehicle registrations, temperature checks or anything else that your customer requires.
Templates enable you to set rules for each despatch, so you can rest assured the process is
followed.
Reports and KPI
With a suite of reports available as standard you can quickly see the progress of receipts,
picks, despatches and any other information needed to run your business. Reporting and KPI
monitoring is a key feature to any system.
Serial Tracking
With serial tracking as standard trace any stock from the point of receipt. Each item is given a
unique barcoded serial number which will exitst until the stock has been fully despatched.
Additional Modules
The above modules are all part of the core system.
We have functionality available to deliver Kanban systems, works orders and much more.
Get in touch to find out how we can help you save money and gain greater efficiencies.
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